
Dealing with 
Challenging Behavior 

in the Home 



In today’s 
presentation, 
we will:

● Give a brief overview of 
Applied Behavior Analysis 
and how it can be used in 
the home

● Discuss a variety of 
‘problem behaviors’ that 
occur in the home

● Provide a ‘strategy’ for how 
to look at your child’s 
behavior

● Discuss important 
considerations for how to 
respond to your child’s 
behaviors



Disclaimer: 
● The following recommendations are based on best 

practices for behavior change. It is most effective when 

individualized based on your child’s specific needs.  

● While many of our experiences/examples in the 

presentation pertain to younger children and children 

with behavior challenges, these principles can be 

effective for older populations, and populations without 

disabilities, as well. 



APPLIED BEHAVIOR ANALYSIS

ABA is the science of behavior, a multi-method strategy that consists of:

● observing behavior

● identifying target behavior

● identifying possible causes for behavior

● selection of behavior treatments

● implementation of treatments and treatment evaluations

Goal: To decrease undesirable behavior while also increasing desirable 

behavior



SO, WHAT IS BEHAVIOR?

Behavior is anything a person does that can be described in 
observable and measurable terms.

NOT OBSERVABLE OR 
MEASURABLE

OBSERVABLE AND 
MEASURABLE

Tantrum Falling to the floor and crying 

Happiness Smiling, laughing

Aggression Hitting, kicking, and/or biting a 
sibling



For the remainder of this presentation...

Consider (or write down) 1 behavior that 

you would like to change/improve in your 

child.



BehaviorAntecedent Consequence

Increases 

Behavior

Decreases 

Behavior

ABC’S OF 
BEHAVIOR



Before the behavior occurs...

Pay close attention to: 
● The activity
● The adult(s)
● The peer(s)
● The 

location/environment
● The demand or request

”Nothing 

happened, s/he 

just started ____” 

is not an option!



Common ‘Antecedents’
● Changing activity--preferred (iPad) to 

non-preferred (eating dinner)
● Sibling walks into the room and starts talking 

with mom/dad
● Timer goes off to put away the iPad or gaming 

system 



After the behavior occurs...

Pay close attention to: 
● What others do

○ Verbal Reprimand
○ Loss of Privilege
○ Ignores the Behavior
○ Laugh, Imitate, etc.

● What happens in the 
environment

*”Nothing 

happened after 

they _______” 

is not an 

option!



Common ‘Consequences’
● Child gets more time added with the preferred activity, 

tantrum suddenly stops

● Child gets attention from parent instead of sibling--this 
could be positive or negative attention

● Caregiver removes ipad/gaming system from reach and 
sets a timer for when they can play on it again



FUNCTIONS OF BEHAVIOR

• Every behavior has a function--it answers the question 
“why”--they wouldn’t continue the behavior if they weren’t 
getting something out of it

• The function is the outward behavior/expression of what’s going 
on underneath the surface

• Function must be determined to appropriately replace behavior

• Rule out possible physiological causes





Attention Maintained 
Behaviors



Example of 
“attention 

maintained” behavior

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0T2R8pTpcoo


BehaviorAntecedent Consequence

Attention is Provided

Increases 

Behavior

Attention-Maintained Behaviors



WHAT’S THE FUNCTION?

Antecedent Behavior Consequence

Mom is talking to 
another adult

Child throws toy at 
mom 

Mom says “Don’t do 
that!”

Child is playing with 
sibling

Child knocks over 
siblings legos

Dad comes over and 
reprimands child, 
saying “you need 

to say you’re 
sorry!”

Child is playing 
outside on bike.

Child rides their bike 
past designated 
turn around spot

Grandmother runs 
after child, waving 

arms to stop 



Problem behaviors 
that occur to… 

GAIN ATTENTION
●Ways to PREVENT the behavior from occurring:
○Catch your child being good - give a lot of attention for the good stuff!
○ Provide reinforcement for desirable behavior.  We give attention to 

negative behavior 90-100% of the time and only 50% of the time to 
positive behaviors.  Up the percentage so reinforcement for positive 
behavior is as high/reliable as negative. 

○Build in more time to give your child lots and lots of attention 
■30 minutes of time playing with them
■Having dinner at the table all together
■Telling them 10 different ways that:
●You’re proud of them

●You love them



Problem behaviors 
that occur to… 

 GAIN ATTENTION
●Ways to RESPOND to the behavior so that it decreases:
○Provide very little attention to the problem behavior:
■Turn away
■Neutral expression
■Monotone voice
■ (This is not the time to “lecture”...that will come! But it’s 

important to gain appropriate behavior before the ‘big 
speech’... for some kids, the ‘big speech’ is reinforcing, because 
it includes A LOT of attention.)

○Prompt your child to use appropriate language if possible - once 
they do, immediately provide lots of positive attention and 
reinforcement



Escape Maintained 
Behaviors



Example of “Escape 
Maintained” behavior 

and how not to 
respond

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mqhnUcn1LpI&t=24


BehaviorAntecedent Consequence

Escape is Provided

Increases 

Behavior

Escape-Maintained Behaviors



WHAT’S THE FUNCTION?
Antecedent Behavior Consequence

Child is asked to 
come sit down for 

dinner

Child bites sibling Caregiver sends the 
child to their room for 

time out

Child is making their 
bed 

Child bites their 
parent

Parent tells them they 
can try again 

tomorrow. 

Child is told to come 
in from outside

Child bites neighbor Parent makes child 
calm down in their 

room



Problem behaviors that occur to… 
ESCAPE OR POSTPONE a demand

●Ways to PREVENT the behavior from occurring:
■Make tasks fun to decrease motivation to escape
■TEACH appropriate language to ask for a break 
■Schedule in regular breaks/provide a visual schedule so that 

they can see a break is ahead
■Provide CHOICE for tasks or order of the tasks
■“Easy, Easy, Easy, Hard” - start with several easy tasks and then 

switch into the hard task
■Provide breaks BASED ON work completion
■Provide a visual displaying how much work is to be done
■Use “First/Then” Language 

○“First (non-desirable task), Then (desirable task!)



Problem behaviors that occur to… 
 ESCAPE OR POSTPONE a demand

●Ways to RESPOND to the behavior so that it decreases:
■Never allow one to “get out of it” by exhibiting behavior

■Provide little attention to the behavior and ‘stand firm’ in 
your instruction - the way they have responded doesn’t 
change what you expect of them

○Try not to ‘reason’ with your child

■‘Gain Compliance’ 

■Evaluate if the ‘task’ is too difficult

○Consider breaking the task up into smaller parts

○Consider involving yourself in the first few steps of the 
task 



Access to Item/Activity 
Maintained Behaviors



Example of “Access to 
Activity Maintained” 

behavior and how not 
to respond

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1YPdM0DgRxcriMxDzjzVf6zV5MN4tNfIr/preview


BehaviorAntecedent
Consequence

Item/Activity is 
Provided

Increases 

Behavior

Item/Activity-Maintained 
Behaviors



WHAT’S THE FUNCTION?
Antecedent Behavior Consequence

Grandmother is 
reading a book to 

the child 

Child slaps 
grandmother’s arm 

repeatedly.  

Grandmother gives 
child a snack.

Child is playing with 
their cousin.

Child yells at cousin, 
“You’re so stupid!   
I want the ball!” 

Cousin gives child  the 
ball. 

Child is eating snack. Child finishes the 
snack, runs around 

the room.  

Child is given a book 
to look at. 



Problem behaviors that occur to… 
GET A TANGIBLE ITEM/ACTIVITY

●Ways to PREVENT the behavior from occurring:
■ Identify ‘functional communication’ that your child is able to do
○Teach them to use that communication while they are calm. 
■For example:
○ Instead of allowing your child to ‘reach and whine’ for a toy, 

prompt them to:
■Say “toy” or “toy, please?” before giving them the toy
■Sign “toy” or “toy, please?” before giving them the toy
■Point to/give a picture with a toy on it before giving the toy

○ Instead of allowing your teenager to demand time on the 
family computer, prompt them to say “May I use the 
computer when you are done?”



Problem behaviors that occur to… 
GET A TANGIBLE ITEM/ACTIVITY

●Ways to RESPOND to the behavior so that it decreases:
■DO NOT provide tangible item immediately after the 

problem behavior

○ ‘Gain Compliance’ first, and prompt for an ‘appropriate 
request’ for the item before providing the item

■ONLY provide tangible items for appropriate requests 
made in a calm, functional manner as much as possible



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K2P4Ed6G3gw&t=8


BehaviorAntecedent

Consequence

Sensory input/output 
is AUTOMATICALLY 
provided

Increases 

Behavior

Sensory (Automatic) Behaviors



WHAT’S THE FUNCTION?

Antecedent Behavior Consequence

Child is jumping on 
the trampoline.

Child bites his own 
hands.

Child continues to 
jump on the 
trampoline.

Child is eating 
preferred snack. 

Child scratches their 
own arm. 

Grand says “don’t do 
that.”

Mom calls the child 
over to play a 

game.

Child bites their shirt. Mom ignores and the 
child complies, 
walking over to 
play the game.  



Problem behaviors that occur due to… 
SENSORY UNDER/

OVER- STIMULATION
●Ways to PREVENT the behavior from occurring:
■Provide a ‘routined’ environment that consists of activities with 

interspersed “breaks” to:
○‘Chill out’ and relax
○Engage in sensory related activities

■ Identify ‘functional communication’ that your child is able to do to 
request a sensory break activity
○Teach them to use that communication while they are calm. 

■Identify a ‘replacement behavior’ that is more socially appropriate, but 
offers similar sensory input
○ Instead of chewing on toys, providing socially appropriate items to 

chew (i.e., bubble gum)



Problem behaviors that occur due to… 
SENSORY UNDER/

OVER- STIMULATION
●Ways to RESPOND to the behavior so that it decreases:

○Be careful not to respond to the sensory behavior by:

○Terminating/postponing demands

○Providing excessive attention

○Giving items/objects

●This could result in building associations between the sensory behavior 
and reinforcement, increasing the sensory behavior over time

○Redirect to a more appropriate ‘setting’ for the behavior to occur (i.e., in 
the bathroom, in his/her room, etc.), or to a more appropriate activity that 
involves that sensory input/output



Moral of the Story: We can tell 
whether the consequence 
(response to the behavior) is 
reinforcing or punishing the 
behavior by its 
effect--increasing or 
decreasing future occurrences.  



In other words...behavior is  
learned by the response-- 
reinforcement/punishment, 
given to it.  



How might you be reinforcing 
problem behaviors in your 
home? Causing them to 
continue?



What ways can you reinforce 
appropriate behaviors? 



POSITIVE REINFORCEMENT 
of a 

REPLACEMENT BEHAVIOR
is the best way to 

TEACH 
that behavior



WHAT IS REINFORCEMENT

• Used to increase desired behaviors

• Increases the future probability of the behavior

Examples: 

○Store Cards--5 visits and you get the 6th visit free

○BOGO at Grocery Store--better deals reinforce shopping at that store 
and increases chance of choosing to shop there in the future.

○Child plays a game with their sister nicely--they get lots of praise from 
both parents--they play together again the next day

• Reinforcement is anything that increases a behavior



KINDS OF REINFORCERS

Two Types of Reinforcers

○Primary reinforcement 
= biological (food & 
drink)

○Secondary 
reinforcement = 
becomes reinforcing 
through pairing (praise 
& toys)

Four Categories of 
Reinforcers

○Social (praise)

○Edible (fruit snack)

○Tangible (toy/iPad)

○Activities (jump on 
trampoline)



USING 
REINFORCERS 
EFFECTIVELY



Rule #1: 

Catch the child 

“being good”!

Rule #2: 

Vary your 
reinforcement!



RULE #3: 

REINFORCEMENT MUST BE 

BASED ON DESIRABLE 
BEHAVIOR. 

RULE #4: 

REINFORCEMENT 

MUST BE DELIVERED 
IMMEDIATELY AFTER 
DESIRED BEHAVIOR 

OCCURS.





Reinforcement System
● Structured way to reinforce and acknowledge the replacement behavior or any positive 

behavior other than the negative behavior you’re trying to decrease

● Pairs verbal praise with a reinforcer they enjoy and/or are motivated by

● Use a simple reinforcer checklist to find out what they would work for

● Can be simple or complex as long as it praises the behavior specifically, is tied to something 

meaningful to the child and is appropriate in amount/measure 

● EXAMPLES:

○ Making up bed = 10 minutes ipad time--appropriate

○ Taking out trash=new xbox game--not appropriate



Sample Reinforcement Systems
Cotton Ball Jar--
Everytime they engage in positive 
behavior other than the neg. 
behavior they get a cotton ball in a 
jar.  Once it reaches a specific level 
in the jar, they receive a reward.

BINGO--
Kids get a “BINGO” and earn a 
reward 



Sample Reinforcement Systems
First/Then Board--
First non-preferred task/then they get 
their preferred task

Token Board--small symbol given each 
time they do pos bxl; when set number 
is earned, they get reinforcement



The key to ABA in the home is...
● Make the appropriate people/things in the environment the 

ultimate reinforcer!

● Respond appropriately to reduce negative behavior and reinforce the 
positive, replacement behavior--high rate at first (every time they do 
it).  Once the replacement behavior becomes more frequent you can 
fade reinforcement to every other time, every third time, etc.  

● A common misconception of ABA is that children/adults will become 
dependent on “candy/edible reinforcement/toys” and that good 
behavior will only come as a result of those things

● However, ABA focuses heavily on fading reinforcement and pairing it 
with socially appropriate reinforcers in the natural environment!



Questions?
Contact us! 

info@hsvba.com

256-755-4278

www.hsvba.com

mailto:info@hsvba.com

